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Knowledge Organiser  •  Migration  •  Year 4

Vocabulary
The movement of people (or animals) 
from one place to another place.

A person who moves from one place 
to another place.

The country that a migrant comes from.

     
The country that a migrant goes to.

A factor that causes someone to leave 
a place.

A factor that attracts someone to a 
place.

A person who moves from one place to 
another place for economic reasons. 
For example: employment

A person who moves from one country 
to another country.

A job

A person who has been forced 
to leave their home due to war, 
persecution or a natural disaster.   
In the UK, a person is officially a refugee 
when they have their claim for asylum 
accepted by the government.

A person who has left their country of 
origin and formally applied for asylum 
(protection) in another country but 
whose application has not yet been 
granted.

When someone is treated negatively 
due to their race,  religion or political 
beliefs.

Long-term changes in the weather. 
Climate change causes different 
weather changes in different places 
and is also causing sea levels to rise.

Migration 

Migrant

 
Source 
country

Host country

Push factor

  
Pull factor

 
Economic 
migrant

 
International 
migrant

Employment

Refugee

  
  
  
  
 
Asylum seeker

  
  
  
 
Persecution

  
  
Climate 
change

Migration Facts (United Nations)
• 258 million international migrants in 2017

• Over 60% of all international migrants live in Asia or  
   Europe

• In 2016 there were 25.9 million refugees and asylum  
   seekers

Migration Examples
Economic

  
  
 
Refugee

Poland 

  
UK  
 
Syria

 
Europe

Poland joined the EU in 2004. 
OVer 800,000 Polish people 
have moved to the UK to 
work and live.

There are approximately 6 
million Syrians refugees within 
Syria and approximately 6 
million Syrian refugees outside 
of Syria.
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Lesson Question You will learn Learning Review

How do migrants 
vary?

What is migration?

How does migration 
affect people and 
places?

What is economic 
migration?

What is a refugee?

How will climate 
change affect 
migration?

• What migration is

• Where migrants go to and from

• How migration affects us

• The different types of migration 

• The reasons why people migrate 

• What push and pull factors are

• The positive impacts of migration for the 
source and host countries

• The negative impacts of migration for the 
source and host countries

• How the UK has been affected by migration.

• Economic reasons for migration

• How migration from Europe to the UK has 
mostly been for economic reasons

• The impacts of this type of migration

• What a refugee is

• Why some people are refugees

• Why many people have left their home in 
Syria

• What climate change is

• How the climate is changing

• How climate change is causing migration
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Lesson

01 What is migration?

•  Lesson 1

1.Write down everything that you already know about migration here:

2. Using your knowledge organiser, label the 7 continents shown on the map below.  
    There is one missing from the knowledge organiser – do you know which one it is?

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________
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4. Match the different types of migration with their definition:

5. Review the map and answer the questions below.

3. Read the passage about migration. 

Migration is the movement of people from one place to another place. Some migrations are 
forced, meaning the migrants (the people moving) have no about moving. Some migrations are 
voluntary, meaning the migrants have chosen to move from one place to another. Migration can 
be for permanent, when the migrant does not plan on leaving, and migration can be temporary, 
when the migrant plans to go only for a short period of time. A person leaving a place is called an 
emigrant and a person arriving in a place is called an immigrant. The host country is the country 
that receives migrants and the source country is the country that the migrants leave. However, 
migration can also be within a country. 

Forced migration  

Permanent migration

Immigrant

Voluntary migration

Temporary migration

Emigrant 

When the migrant makes a choice to leave their source country

When the migrant intends on remaining in the host country

The type of migrant who is arriving in a place

When the migrant intends on returning to their source country

The type of migrant who is leaving a place

When the migrant has no choice in leaving their source country

a. Which continent sends  
    the highest number of  
    migrants (emigrants) to  
    other parts of the world?

    ________________________

b. Which continent is the  
    highest net receiver of  
    migrants (immigrants)?

    ________________________
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6. Migration affects countries in many ways. Explore how migration has affected the  
    food that know and love. Match the different food types to their country of origin.

7. What positive impact has the migration of food had on the United Kingdom?

____________ ____________ ____________

____________

China  Italy         Turkey      France        India        USA

____________ ____________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________
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1. Explain what ‘migration’ means in one sentence.

2. An emigrant is a migrant who is arriving in a new country.

    True  /  False

3. Migration where a migrant stays for a long time in a host country is called:

    a. Fixed migration   

    b. Long term migration  

    c. Permanent migration

    d. Lifetime migration

4. Name the six continents (in the first diagram on your Knowledge Organiser)

    ___________, ___________, ___________, ___________, ___________, ___________

5. A host country is the country that a migrant comes from. 

    True  /  False

Retrieval Practice

Lesson

02 Why do people migrate?
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1. Use your knowledge organiser and your knowledge from last lesson to fill in the  
    definitions below.

3. Find the answer in the text and circle the correct word.

Forced migrant

Voluntary migrant

Permanent migrant

Temporary migrant

International migrant

Economic migrant

Refugee 

2. Using your definition of International Migrant from above, what do you think a     
    regional migrant might be?

Space to redraft:

I know that an international migrant is someone who ______________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

I think a regional migrant is someone who _________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

My name is Antoni and I am 28 years old. I own a café in the city of 
Cambridge in the United Kingdom. I chose to come to the UK because the 
salaries are much higher than in Poland and there are more job opportunities. 
Although I like to return to Poland for holidays, I plan to stay in the UK for the 
rest of my life. 

Antoni is a forced/voluntary migrant

Antoni is a permanent/temporary migrant

Antoni is an international/regional migrant

Antoni is a refugee/economic migrant
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3. Find the answer in the text and circle the correct word.

My name is Maria and I am a 37-year-old woman from Syria. I had to leave 
my country to come to the United Kingdom because of the war. I love my 
country but it is not a safe place at the moment. I hope that one day soon we 
will be able to return to Syria. 

Maria is a forced/voluntary migrant

Maria is a permanent/temporary migrant

Maria is an international/regional migrant

Maria is a refugee/economic migrant

5. Read the passage about push and pull factors. 

Migrants leave their home for a variety of different reasons. Push factors are the negative reasons 
that push someone to leave their home. Pull factors are the positive reasons that pull someone 
towards a new place. 

Very few schools/hospitals     Wars     More entertainment facilities      Better jobs

Natural disasters           Access to schools/hospitals          Unhappy life              

Improved living conditions    Lack of job opportunities  Better transport links

Improved living conditions     Hope for a better way of life         Poor transport links

1. Few schools/hospitals

2. ____________________

3. ____________________

4. ____________________

5. ____________________

6. ____________________

1. ____________________

2. ____________________

3. ____________________

4. ____________________

5. ____________________

6. ____________________

Push Factors Pull Factors

6. Work in pairs to organise the push and pull factors into the correct list. 
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7. Describe the push and pull factors for Antoni or Maria. 

One thing that made __________________ want to leave was _______________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

One thing that ___________________ was looking for was ___________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________
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1. What is an economic migrant?

2. The opposite of a permanent migrant is called a __________ migrant.

3. Pull factors are factors that cause someone to leave a place.

    True   /   false

4. Which of the following is an example of a push factor?

    a. Improved living conditions

    b. Hope for a better way of life

    c. Natural disasters

    d. Better job opportunities 

5. A person who has been forced to leave their home due to war, persecution,    
    or a natural disaster is called a ___________________. 

Retrieval Practice

Lesson

03 How does migration affect people and places?
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1. Read the information below about the advantages and disadvantages of migration.  

+ Money is often sent home by 
migrants 

+ More jobs available 
because there are fewer 
people competing for them

+ Migrants may return with 
new skills 

+ A richer and more diverse 
culture 

+ Increase in taxes being paid 
so the government has 
more money

+ Helps to fill job vacancies 

- Country loses skilled workers 

- Families are broken up

- Fewer people paying taxes so 
the government has less money 
     
     
    

- More people using education 
and health services

- More people applying for job 
can create more competition 

- Disagreements between 
different religions and cultures 

Source Country
(where a 
person leaves)

   
   
   

Host Country 
(where a 
person goes to)

Country Advantages + Disadvantages - 

2. Using the above information, complete the sentences.

a. Migration is important because …. 

    _______________________________________________________________________________________

    _______________________________________________________________________________________

    _______________________________________________________________________________________

b. Migration is important but ….

    _______________________________________________________________________________________

    _______________________________________________________________________________________

    _______________________________________________________________________________________

c. Migration is important so … 

    _______________________________________________________________________________________

    _______________________________________________________________________________________

    _______________________________________________________________________________________
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3. Think about where you live and where you go to school. What benefits can you see  
    of migration?

4. Explain three ways in which migration benefits the UK.

5. Redraft:

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________
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1. Name one advantage of migration.

2. Name one disadvantage of migration. 

3. An migrant is always forced to leave their country.

    True  /  False

4. If a person migrates permanently, what does that mean?

5. Complete the following definitions.

    The source country is ________________________________________________.

    The host country is ___________________________________________________.

Retrieval Practice

Lesson

04 What is economic migration?
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1. Read the passage about economic migration. 

An economic migrant is somebody who 
chooses to leave their home in order to go to 
a new place and earn more money. The UK 
has received thousands of economic migrants 
over the years who have moved to the UK 
looking for better job opportunities and looking 
to earn more money. 

In 2018, approximately 3.6 million migrants 
from the European Union were living in the UK. 
Migrants from the European Union are more 
likely to migrate for jobs and better salaries 
compared to people migrating from other 
places.

2. Complete the sentences based on the above text.

3. Use the data to complete the graph about the employment rate of UK nationals  
    and migrants from the European Union.

a. An economic migrant is somebody who _______________________________________________

    ______________________________________________________________________________________

b. An economic migrant moves to a new country in order to ______________________________

    ______________________________________________________________________________________

c. In 2018, there were ____________________ migrants from the European Union living in the UK. 

 

d. It is more likely that migrants coming from the European Union to the UK migrate looking for 

    __________________________________________________ . 

% of European Union migrants (aged 16-64) 
living in the UK who have a job: 80%

% of UK nationals (aged 16-64)who have a 
job: 75%
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4. Read the information about economic migrants coming from Eastern Europe   
    to the UK.

• Immigrants from Eastern Europe contribute 
approximately £2.54 billion each year to the 
economy of the UK.  

• Some economic migrants have been 
exploited by employers. This means that the 
employers have not paid them enough or 
have not kept them save enough. 

• Most migrants coming from Eastern Europe 
are young and motivated to work. 

• Sometimes there is conflict between 
migrants from Eastern Europe and the UK.

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

Positive + Negative -

5. Sort the above factors into positive and negative impacts. Can you think of   
    any others?
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1. Name one country or region where migrants come from to the UK.

2. Which of the following is a push factor for economic migrants leaving their home?

    a. Lack of food       

    b. Wars

    c. Lack of employment opportunities (jobs)

    d. Natural disasters 

3. What is a pull factor?

4. Write down one positive effect of economic migration on the United Kingdom.

   

5. Name one favourite food that was brought to the UK by migration.

Retrieval Practice

Lesson

05 What is a refugee?
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1. Read the passage about refugees and asylum seekers. 

4. Read the passage about migration from Syria to Europe. 

A refugee is a person who has been forced 
to leave their home due to war, persecution, 
or a natural disaster. Persecution means when 
someone is unfairly treated because of their 
race, religion or political views. 

In the United Kingdom, a person is officially 
a refugee when they have their claim for 
asylum (help and protection from another 
government) is accepted by the government. 

Many people from Syria have migrated to other countries because of the war that has taken 
place in Syria. There are approximately 6 million refugees in Syria (people who have left their 
home to go to another part of Syria) and approximately 6 million Syrian refugees in other countries. 

An asylum seeker is a person who has left their 
country and formally applied for asylum in 
another country but whose application has 
not yet been approved.

2. Complete the sentences using the above text to help you.

a. A refugee is someone who__________________________________________.

b. Persecution means _________________________________________________. 

c. Asylum means ______________________________________________________.

d. An asylum seeker is someone who ___________________________________.

3. Can you define these terms with your partner?

    War   Persecution   Natural disasters
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5. Use the passage and map above to answer the questions. 

a. Which countries do people travel through from Syria to Europe?

     _____________________________________________________________________________________

b. Why are many people leaving Syria?

     _____________________________________________________________________________________

c. How many Syrian refugees are there?

     _____________________________________________________________________________________

Map: The journey from Syria to Europe taken by many Syrian people. 
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6. Explain reasons why many people have left their home in Syria.

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

7. Using one of the images below, discuss how you might feel about having to leave  
    your home?
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1. Is war a push factor or a pull factor?

2. Why have many people left their home in Syria?

3. Name two pull factors for a person wanting to leave their home and travel to the UK. 

    a. ___________________________________________________________.

    b. ___________________________________________________________.

4. Refugees are examples of economic migrants. 

    True  /  False 

 

5. How does migration affect the UK?

Retrieval Practice

Lesson

06 How will climate change affect migration?
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1. What do you already know about climate change? 

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Read the passage about climate change.

3. Read the passage about climate refugees.

Climate change is the long-term, large-
scale change in the planet’s weather and 
temperatures. Around the world, temperatures 
have increased and many places have had 
much less rain. Over the last 100 years, the Earth 
has warmed up by about 1ºC. This doesn’t 
sound like much but it makes a big difference! 
The rising temperatures have caused large 
amounts of ice to melt and this has caused 
sea levels to rise. Millions of people around 
the world live near the coast, where rising sea 
levels can be very dangerous. 

Climate refugees (or climate migrants) are people who are forced to leave their home because 
of changes to the climate where they live. Thousands of people around the world have had to 
leave their home because their home has flooded when the sea levels have risen or because 
there has been no rain so they cannot grow food to survive. 

Photo: this photograph shows how land can dry out 
when it hasn’t had enough rain. 

2.  Complete the sentences using the information above. 

a. Climate change is __________________________________________________________.

b. The Earth has warmed up by_________________________________________________.

c. Rising temperatures mean that _______________________________________________.

d. Rising sea levels can cause problems because ________________________________.
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4. Complete the sentences using the information on previous page.

5. Why do you think there have been lots of protests around the world about   
    climate change?

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

a. sea levels rise                      ice melts and             As the earth warms up,

    ______________________________________________________________________________________

b. and people are forced     flooding occurs    As sea levels rise,    to migrate

    ______________________________________________________________________________________

c. less rain     crops can’t grow      Some places receive      and this means that    

    ______________________________________________________________________________________
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